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Welcome to STAT’s ASH in 30 Seconds newsletter. This is Adam
Feuerstein, reporting from Orlando, Fla. where it’s sunny, warm
and Christmas trees hang out with palm trees. Seasonal affective
disorder — begone! Let’s get rolling.

More evidence that CAR-T treatments are benefiting
multiple myeloma patients
Alright, maybe it’s a bit weird to be already looking ahead to the ASH
2020 meeting, but when we all gather again 12 months from now, it’s
likely that the first personalized CAR-T therapy for multiple
myeloma will have secured approval. In fact, there might be two such
cell therapies on the market this time next year. That’s great news for
multiple myeloma patients in dire need of new treatment options.
On the Friday eve of the ASH meeting, Bluebird Bio and BristolMyers Squibb announced results from a pivotal clinical trial of their
CAR-T treatment called ide-cel. You can read a lot more about the
new ide-cel data here, but the overall response rate was 73%,
including a complete response rate of 31%. The median duration of
the treatment response was 10.6 months.
Today, Johnson & Johnson revealed for the first time U.S.-based
study results on its multiple myeloma CAR-T treatment called JNJ4528. While still preliminary, these results are just about the best
ever seen for a treatment of this kind: 100% overall response rate,
including a complete response rate of 69%. I wrote a lot more about
the new J&J treatment here, including the weird and uncomfortable
backstory about how the Chinese scientist who helped invent JNJ4528 was basically accused of making up data. Turns out, he didn’t.
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Are ‘natural killer’ cells the next revolutionary cell
therapy?

therapy?
“Natural killer” cells, or NK cells, are one of the most promising
therapeutic areas in oncology today. Researchers are seeking to
harness these cells’ natural tumor-fighting properties to create nextgeneration immunotherapies targeting blood cancers and solid
tumors. Learn more about Gamida Cell’s investigational NK cellbased therapy under development for the treatment of patients with
non-Hodgkin lymphoma and multiple myeloma.

Socioeconomic disparities affect the outcome of
clinical trials
Previous research has found racial disparities in cancer survival, but
a study presented today showed that socioeconomic factors also
affect outcomes within clinical trials. Children from poorer
neighborhoods were 2.4 times more likely to die during treatment for
acute myeloid leukemia than children from middle or high-income
neighborhoods, according to an analysis that encompassed nearly
1,500 clinical trial participants.
The new findings are alarming because clinical trials are designed to
provide consistent treatment across all participants.
“We expected there to be a difference, but the degree of difference
was quite substantial,” said study author Dr. Lena Winestone of the
UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital in San Francisco.
Researchers examined clinical trial results from children enrolled in
two recent AML clinical trials, and paired that with median income
and socioeconomic information from patients’ neighborhoods
contained in U.S. census data. They found that 68% of patients from
middle or high-income areas survived for five years following
diagnosis. That same survival benchmark fell to 61% for patients
from low-income areas and just 43% among patients living in
poverty. Neighborhood socioeconomic factors were significant
predictors of survival even after accounting for insurance type, race
and known biologic risk factors.

The study did not determine the reasons for the increased risk of
death, but Winestone believes toxic stress may play a part by
impacting response to chemotherapy or immune system recovery.
Further research is planned.

Looking beyond CAR-T for lymphoma patients who
relapse
Successful CAR-T therapy can have long-term benefits for patients.
Almost half of the adults with B-cell lymphoma are alive three years
after receiving a single infusion of Kymriah, the CAR-T treatment
developed by Kite, now owned by Gilead Sciences. The updated
survival analysis comes from the Zuma-1 clinical trial that secured
Kymriah’s first approval.
That’s great news, but CAR-T treatments only work initially in about
half of adult lymphoma patients. And even when CAR-Ts put
patients into remission, some relapses later occur.
For these patients, a new study highlighted today offers some hope.
An experimental drug called mosunetuzumab, developed by the
Genentech unit of Swiss pharma giant Roche, showed an overall
response rate of 39%, including a 22% complete response rate, in
advanced lymphoma patients who received prior CAR-T therapy.
Unlike CAR-T treatments that must be made for each patient,
mosunetuzumab is an off-the-shelf “bispecific” antibody with two
arms, one that attaches to the target CD20 on the surface of B cells,
and the other to CD3 on the surface of T cells. The same study
showed even higher response rates when mosunetuzumab was used
in lymphoma patients before CAR-T treatment.
CAR-T therapies like Kymriah and bispecific antibodies like
mosunetuzumab both work by recruiting immune cells to kill cancer
cells. Which method is better or preferred? The debate continues.

An encouraging sign that a gene therapy cure for

An encouraging sign that a gene therapy cure for
sickle cell disease is coming
Bluebird Bio presented compelling evidence on Saturday that its
experimental gene therapy is showing significant outcome benefits
for people with sickle cell disease.
The new analysis comes from a subset of nine sickle cell patients who
entered Bluebird’s gene therapy study with an average of 12 vasoocclusive crises (VOC) or episodes of acute chest syndrome (ACS)
over two years, prior to treatment. After gene therapy and with
follow up ranging from six to 20 months, the incidence of VOCs and
ACS has been reduced to a single moderate-grade VOC in one
patient.
If these impressive data hold up, Bluebird’s gene therapy could
become the first functional cure for sickle cell disease.

Thanks for reading! I’m back tomorrow for ASH Day Two.
Meantime, I’m dying for some coffee.
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